Summary. Top-down and bottom-up decision strategies for van Wijngaarden grammars led to type R and type L van Wijngaarden grammars. The corresponding language families are now shown to be equal and, furthermore, to equal EXSPACE. Thus, EXSPACE is characterised syntactically, and the closure properties of type L and type R languages are those of EXSPACE.
O. Introduction
Regarding the hyperrules of a van Wijngaarden grammar as a means for generating infinitely many contextfree productions by which from a startsymbol the terminal words of the generated language are produced, one is naturally led to the idea of top-down and bottom-up decision procedures for such grammars.
These decision procedures work for type R and for type L grammars respectively [1] .
Let L L [LR] denote the class of all languages generated by type L [type R] van Wijngaarden grammars. L L contains all contextsensitive languages and, as we shall see, so does L R.
The symmetry of reasoning in introducing both types of van Wijngaarden languages as well as a big lot of examples suggested the conjecture L L = L R. At the first attempt, however, this conjecture could not be proved.
The aim of this report is to close this gap. In the sequel, the inclusions Lg c L L c EXSPACE c L R will be shown in that order where EXSPACE is the class of languages whose space complexity is c ". The first and the last inclusion exhibits characteristic techniques in handling van Wijngaarden grammars, the second inclusion consists in a estimation of numerical bounds.
Thus, LL-~-L R on one hand and LL=LR=EXSPACE (=NEXSPACE, see [2] ) on the other: as a byproduct, EXSPACE is characterised independently in a syntactic way by type R (or type L) grammars which fact seems to be of interest in its own right. The result furthermore states that L~ properly contains the class CS of contextsensitive languages and, in terms of tape complexity, is much larger than CS. Closure properties of L L, L R are then characterised by those of EXSPACE.
To avoid lengthy repeats the reader is assumed to be familiar with the content of [1] . Consequently, the following theorem concludes part 1.
Theorem. To each type R van Wijngaarden grammar there is an equivalent rightlinear grammar of type R [4] .
Proof. Due to Lemma 1 in [11 we may assume that the van Wijngaarden grammar "/r is in separated form, and its terminating rules are
..,n (~i~X).
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Construction of the rightlinear grammar ~r
All added symbols are assumed to be completely new.
To the metaproductions of ~ add productions to obtain
.~n=GPK= {h~,h 2 .... ,h,,, +}*,
.%~=~ =(9-~{ +})*. The startsymbol of "/g" is ( + : + s + ).
As already mentioned, we may assume that the hyperrules of ~r162 show the startsymbol (s) and (s) does not occur on any right hand side. Therefore the same holds for F' which is, by construction, rightlinear, f is of type R by assumption and, hence, so is /~'.
The transformation is similar to that used in Lemma 2 in [11, the difference being that in hyperrules 2'. terminals el are generated nondeterministically and their corresponding h'is are kept in H. This is done to force that the transformed rules 2'. need be rightbound only and not strictly right-bound.
Since ff is separated, any derivation (s) 7 x can be rearranged to read
(s) ~ (hl) (hj) ... (h~)(h,) ... (hk) = x
where in the first part rules 1. and 2. are applied, and in the second part only rules 5. By the above transformation one obtains from the first derivation part: Then, by rules 4'. and 5'., this can be derived into x. L('W')cL('#/) is now obvious from the mechanism of/='. | Except for rule 3'. the transformation used in the proof would also work for type L grammars, but the exceptional rule is essential and at the same time essentially not (strictly) leftbound.
L L ~ EXSPACE
Let A~L L be a language and let ~ be a type L grammar for A. We show how to simulate the derivations of/4/-in nondeterministic exponential space.
It should be obvious that the crucial step is to derive a bound on the length of intermediate sentential forms in a derivation. We show that their length is bounded by an exponential function of the length of the string derived.
The hyperrules of ~r are of the form 
v i is derived from w; by applying a single production of F 2 for which 
EXSPACE cL R
General Considerations
The technique used to show this result bears some general aspects and symmetries that are worthwile to be discussed. Consider a Semi-Thue system ~e = (V,, H) with finite vocabulary V containing 2;, a distinguished subset, and with finite set II of productions p: :=q. In the usual way, II gives rise to the relation ~ of direct derivation, and to its reflexive, transitive closure =~. For 6 a and some st V* define
L(6~, s) = {x~S* :s ~ x},
the set of terminal words generated by 6e from s and, dually,
A(~, s) = {x~2;*:x ~ s},
the set of terminal words accepted by 6 a from s. (Actually, it is this duality that goes through the whole theory of formal languages like a read thread, although it is in most cases obscured by an inappropriate terminology.) If II consists of Chomsky-productions and st V--. 2; is the startsymbol then L(S~,s) is a Chomsky language. Taking then IF to consist of the converse productions (i.e. q:: = p), we obtain L(~ s)= A (~c, s), a simple acceptor. Later on we shall slightly change such acceptors in order to include the usual finite control by states.
Van Wijngaarden grammars now allow for incorporating both the generating and the accepting aspect into one grammar. This is the requisit to generate the accepted set A(6~,s) by a van Wijngaarden grammar without changing 17! 
Proof of EXSPA CE c L R
The right column in the above table provides the tool for proving our last result.
A (one sided) Turing-acceptor with tape-complexity c" can be regarded as the following Semi-Thue system: V= VoU Z~ {t~}uQ. Van Wijngaarden Grammars and EXSPACE 199 Here, b is the 'blank'-symbol, and Q is a (finite) set of 'states' containing the set F of final states, qo~Q is the initial state. 
